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Chapte rr  2 Muon spectromete r desig n 
"Meaningless!"Meaningless! Meaningless!" says the Teacher. 

"Everything"Everything is meaningless! " 

Ecclesiastess 12:8 

Ass stated in the muon TDR [24], the ATLAS muon spectrometer instrumentation must meet de-
mandingg specifications: 

 Operation: it must operate reliably for many years in a high rate and high background envi-
ronment.. This affects the operating point, notably the drift gas, in view of the performance 
degradationn due to possible chamber ageing, and the segmentation in view of pattern recog-
nitionn complexity due to a high occupancy; 

 Precision: the measurement accuracy must be commensurate with the physics requirements. 
Thee large air-core toroidal magnetic field configuration and the muon chamber design pro-
videe three high precision track segments over a large volume in a moderate magnetic field, 
whichh allows a precise momentum determination; 

 Realisation: muon chamber production will span a long time period and involve many dif-
ferentt institutes. Given limited personnel and financial resources an economic and robust 
technologyy suitable to mass production is required and continuous quality assurance is a 
sine-qua-non. . 

Thiss thesis focuses on the Monitored Drift Tube (MDT) chambers that measure the precision coor-
dinatess of the magnetically deflected muon tracks. It also covers the alignment system for the 
MDTT chambers. The scope is limited to the barrel system. 

2.11 Overvie w 

Thee barrel of the muon spectrometer covers the rapidity range -1 < Tj < 1 and consists of three con-
centricc stations of Monitored Drift Tube (MDT) chambers, as shown in figure 2-1 [24]. The sta-
tionss are called 'Inner', 'Middle' and 'Outer' respectively for increasing radial position. Each 
barrell  station has two types of MDT chambers, 'Large' and 'Small', which are alternating and 
partlyy overlapping in azimuth (<|>) to avoid holes in the acceptance. They exhibit a two times eight-
foldd symmetry in (J). The different types of MDT chambers are labelled with a three letter name: 
firstt a B (for Barrel), then the station (I/M/O), and finally the size (L/S). Along the LHC beam axis 
(z)) 6 adjacent chambers of the same type make up half a barrel, as shown in figure 2-2 [24]. 
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Tablee 2-1 lists the geometrical parameters of the six main types of MDT chambers in the barrel 
spectrometer.. Several other types exist in the barrel for special regions (ATLAS feet and rails, 
toroidd ribs, barrel / end-cap transition) of which only few are needed. Even some of the listed main 
typess have fewer tubes per layer to make space for the services of the inner detectors and calorim-
eters,, and to provide access to the detector elements once ATLAS is fully assembled. 

Tablee 2-1 Geometrical parameters of the six main types of MDT chambers in the barrel muon 
spectrometerr (layout P-03, March 2002). 

radiall  position (mm) 

## tubes per layer 

## layers per multilayer 

tubee length (mm) 

spacerspacer height (mm) 

BIS S 

4525 5 

30 0 

4 4 

1617.5 5 

6.5 5 

BIL L 

4926 6 

36 6 

4 4 

2671.5 5 

170 0 

BMS S 

8070 0 

48 8 

3 3 

3071.5 5 

170 0 

BML L 

7116 6 

56 6 

3 3 

3551.5 5 

317 7 

BOS S 

10544 4 

72 2 

3 3 

3773.3 3 

317 7 

BOL L 

9477 7 

72 2 

3 3 

4961.5 5 

317 7 

Resistivee Plate Chambers (RPCs) are installed in the middle station and the outer station and serve 
forr muon triggering, second coordinate measurement for the MDTs (along the wire), and bunch 
crossingg identification for the global event reference time [24]. They are indicated in figures 2-1 
andd 2-2. 

Figur ee 2-3 Three dimensional view of the superconducting air-core toroid magnet system of the 
ATLASS muon spectrometer. The right-hand end-cap magnet is shown retracted from its operating 
position. . 

300 2A Overview 
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Thee magnetic field is supplied by three air-core toroid superconducting magnets, designed to pro-
ducee a large-volume moderate magnetic field covering the rapidity range -2.7 <r\  < 2.7 [24]. It 
hass an open structure that minimises the contribution of multiple scattering to the momentum res-
olution.. The barrel toroid extends over a length of 25 m with an inner bore of 9.4 m and an outer 
diameterr of 20.1 m, and provides a typical bending power of 3 Tm. The two end-cap toroids are 
insertedd in the barrel at each end. Figure 2-3 shows a 3-D view of the muon magnet system. 

2.22 Muon measuremen t principl e 

Thee muon momentum measurement is based on the measurement of three points along the track of 
thee particle that is deflected in the magnetic field. The amount of curvature is a measure for the 
particlee momentum. Each of the three 'stations' in the muon barrel system provides one measure-
mentt point along the track. It is convenient to express the curvature in terms of a 'sagitta', which is 
thee distance from the point measured in the middle station to the straight line connecting the points 
inn the inner and outer stations. The precision of the sagitta measurement is a direct measure for the 
precisionn of the muon momentum. A muon with a momentum of 1 TeV/c has a sagitta of about 
5000 ujn, and the target momentum measurement precision of 10% translates into a sagitta preci-
sionn of 50 |im. The actual precision depends not only on the local precision of the points measured 
inn the muon chambers, but also on the relative positions of the three stations. These positions 
thereforee need to be known with an accuracy that is comparable to the individual chamber point 
measurementt precision. The target total contribution of the chamber point measurements to the sa-
gittaa precision is 40 (im. It is impossible to keep the geometry of the chambers stable to that preci-
sion.. Permanent alignment systems are therefore needed to monitor the relative chamber positions 
withh high accuracy, where the displacements in the sagitta direction are of prime importance. This 
hass lead to the alignment scheme outlined in paragraph 2.5, which aims at a total contribution of 
thee alignment to the uncertainty of the sagitta measurement of 30 |im. 

Eachh station of muon chambers does not only provide a point in space, but also a direction. This 
allowss an angle-angle momentum measurement in addition to the sagitta measurement. Although 
thiss is less accurate, it allows a momentum measurement in case only two out of the three stations 
aree hit by the muon. Moreover, it improves the measurement resolution for muons with low mo-
mentum.. The toroid-shaped magnetic field is perpendicular to the muon momentum direction at 
alll  rapidities. This ensures that the full bending power is still available at high rapidities. 

2.33 Monitore d drif t tube chamber s 

Thee precision coordinate measurement in the bending direction of the muon track is performed by 
thee Monitored Drift Tube (MDT) chambers. The precision muon momentum is therefore provided 
byy the MDTs. With 370,000 channels they cover almost the entire area of 5500 m2 which is need-
edd for a good momentum determination of the muons with rapidities ranging from -2.7 to +2.7 
[24]. . 
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2.3.11 Operating principle 

uu track 

Thee basic detection element is a cylindrical alu-
miniumm drift tube with a diameter of 30 mm, 
holdingg a 50 u.m diameter W-Re wire at its cen-
tre.. The tube is filled with a non-flammable 
driftt gas at high pressure for reduced diffusion 
andd ionisation position fluctuations. A positive 
highh voltage is applied to the wire. When a 
chargedd particle traverses the tube, the gas is 
ionisedd and the electrons drift to the wire, gen-
eratingg a signal on the wire. This is illustrated is 
figuree 2-4, where the path is curved due to the 
magneticc field. Close to the wire an avalanche 
iss generated by the (locally) very high electric 
field,field, which results in a signal amplification, the 
'gass gain'. The signal on the wire propagates to 
thee end of the tube, where a current-sensitive 
amplifierr annex shaper (15 ns peaking time) 
followedd by a discriminator feeds a timing 
pulsee into the on-chamber time-to-digital con-
verterr (TDC). The MDT operating point as 
foreseenn for ATLAS is listed in table 2-2. The Ar / C02 gas mixture is chosen for its excellent age-
ingg properties. The high-voltage and the Ar/ C02 ratio are chosen to limit the gas gain, and there-
byy ageing, to limit after-pulsing and to limit the maximum occupation time to 700 ns. The 
discriminatorr threshold should be as low as possible for optimal resolution and is chosen at five 
timess the noise level to limit the number of noise hits [26]. 

Figur ee 2-4 Principle of operation of a drift 
tube.. The drift path of the first arriving electrons 
liberatedd by the muon track is shown and is 
curvedd due to the magnetic field. 

Thee time between passage of the particle through Table 2-2 MDT operation point foreseen for 
thee tube and arrival of the signal on the wire is a ATLAS, 
measuree for the distance from the particle track to 
thee wire. The relation between the drift time and 
thee drift distance is shown in figure 2-5 for the op-
erationn point listed in table 2-2, in absence of a 
magneticc field. The precision with which the drift 
distancee can be determined from the drift time is 
limitedd by the statistical nature of the signal gener-
ation.. Figure 2-6 shows the simulated and meas-
uredd resolution of the measured drift distance of an 
MDTT (with the operating point listed in table 2-2) as a function of the radial position of the muon 
trackk [26]. The measured resolution is the r.m.s. of the residuals of the drift distances measured by 
thee tube when they are compared to the track positions, which are measured by an external refer-
encee system. The simulations (from GARFIELD [27]) and measurements show excellent agree-
ment.. The shape of the resolution is typical for the Ar /C02 drift gas [28]. The relatively bad 
resolutionn near the wire (r = 0) is duee to the high drift velocity and due to the geometrical distribu-
tionn of the ionisation clusters in combination with the fluctuations of the ionisation cluster size and 
position.. For increasing radius the drift velocity decreases due to the decreasing electric field, and 

Parameter r 
Gass mixture 

Pressure e 

Highh voltage 

Gass gain 

Discriminatorr threshold 

Value e 
A r / C 029 3 /7 7 

33 bar absolute 

30800 V 

2xx 104 

20thh electron 
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Figur ee 2-5 Measured relation between drift 
distancee and drift time for the ATLAS operating 
point. . 
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Figur ee 2-6 Resolution of an MDT as a function 
off the track position for the ATLAS operating 
point.. Points show the measurements and the 
linee shows a GARFIELD simulation. 

thee effect of the ionisation fluctuations is reduced due to the geometrical distribution of the ionisa-
tionn clusters. At high radius, diffusion starts to play a role. The average intrinsic resolution is 
588 \xm, which is well below the target resolution of 80 u.m.' 

Whenn a muon traverses an MDT chamber, it hits six (or eight) drift tubes. The measured drift 
timess are combined to reconstruct a track segment in the chamber. Effectively two parameters are 
determinedd for a track segment: the translation perpendicular to the track direction with a resolu-
tionn of 28-32 urn, and the track angle with resolution of 0.16 - 0.50 mrad, where the ranges cover 
thee various numbers of tube layers (2 x 3 or 2 x 4) and spacer heights (6.5 mm to 317 mm). 

2.3.22 Single drift tube 

AA single Monitored Drift Tube (MDT, see figure 2-7) consists of an industrially available alumini-
umm tube with an outer diameter of 30 mm and a 400 urn thick wall. It holds a standard 50 urn di-
ameterr gold plated (3% by weight) W-Re (97 / 3) wire at its centre. The tube is closed at both ends 
withh specially developed 'end-plugs' [29], which serve several purposes at the same time: 

 Hold the wire in the centre of the tube with a precision of 10 \im. This is achieved by a 
'twister'' type wire locator, which is inserted into the central hole of the end-plug. The twist-
err facilitates at the same time an automated tube wiring procedure [30]; 

Thiss value is historical and corresponds to the average resolution achieved for the drift gas that was 
originallyy foreseen for ATLAS (Ar/N2/CH4 91 IA 15) [24]. This gas has been abandoned for rea-
sonss of ageing. 
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•• Give electrical access to the tube (ground) 
andd to the wire (high voltage supply and 
signall read-out); 

•• Inlet and outlet of the drift gas; 

•• Gas tightness of the tube; 

•• Provide a precision reference surface to 
positionn the tubes with high accuracy dur
ingg the chamber assembly. 

Afterr assembly of an MDT single tube, several 
testss are performed for quality control. The po
sitionn of the wire in the end-plug is measured 
andd has an r.m.s. of 7 urn in both coordinates 
forr the BOL tubes constructed at NIKHEF (fig
uree 2-8 a). The wire tension (figure 2-8 b) is measured by measuring the wire resonance frequency 
ƒ,, which is required to fall in the range 4 Hz. The frequency is converted into a wire sag s 
(forr horizontally installed chambers) with the formula s = g/(32/ ), where g is the gravitational 
accelerationn (9.81 m / s2). The measured mean value corresponds to a wire sag of 417 u.m and the 
r.m.s.. is equivalent to 7 urn. The gas leak rate (figure 2-8 c) is well below the required 
2.55 • 10 bar liter / s. The dark current with applied high-voltage (figure 2-8 d) is also better than 
thee required 5 nA. 

Figur ee 2-7 Exploded view of an MDT with a 
zoomm of the 'twister' wire locator. 

2.3.33 Ful l chambe r 

Ann MDT chamber (see figure 2-9) consists of 
twoo 'multilayers' of MDTs separated by a spa
cerr structure of 'cross-plates' and longitudinal 
beamsbeams ('long-beams'). Each multilayer consists 
off 3 or 4 layers of 30 to 72 tubes, which are 
1.66 m to 5 m long. The size of a chamber de
pendss on its location in the spectrometer. 

Sincee a muon track position is measured rela
tivee to the wire positions, it is of prime impor
tancee to precisely know the wire positions. The 
precisionn of the positioning of the MDT wires 
inn a chamber is determined by the precision of 
thee wire position inside the tube and the preci
sionn of the stacking of the tubes in the chamber. 

Figur ee 2-9 
ber. . 

Cross-plate e 
Multilayer r 

Longitudinall beam 

Schematicc view of an MDT cham-

Thee precision of the wire position inside the tube is obtained by the precisely machined end-plug 
componentss with a reference surface on the outside that is used in the tube stacking during cham
berr assembly. The reference surface has a 40 u.m larger diameter than the tube to prevent the tube 
shapee and size deviations from influencing the wire position in the chamber. 

344 2.3 Monitored drift tube chambers 
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Figuree 2-8 Quality control of 12529 BOL tubes assembled at NIKHEF. Wire position (a), wire ten-
sionn via the resonance frequency (b), gas leak rate (c), DC current through the wire at 3400 V 
high-voltagee (d). 

Tablee 2-3 BOL nominal geometrical param-
eters. . 

Parameter r Value e 

Thee precision of the tube stacking is obtained by a 
mechanicallyy precise assembly table with on-line 
monitoringg systems for temperature and mechani
call movements (with Rasnik, see paragraph 2.4). 
Figuree 2-10 shows a photograph of the BOL as
semblyy table in the clean-room at NIKHEF. Table 
2-33 lists the BOL chamber nominal parameters, 
wheree the distance between the multilayers is giv- """ — ~ 
enn relative to their centres of gravity. The key components to obtain high mechanical precision are: 

z-pitch h 

y-pitch h 

yy multilayer distance 

30.03533 mm 

26.011mm m 

399.0322 mm 
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•• The 6 x 2.5 m2 granite table that serves as a precise 0 um) and stable reference surface; 

•• The aluminium combs, in which a single tube layer is laid. The tubes are held firmly in place 
byy vacuum suction cups, that pull the tubes onto reference surfaces. The two combs at the 
locationss of the end-plugs are of high mechanical precision with steel reference surfaces to 
ensuree precise stacking of the tubes in a layer. This determines the z-pitch, and individual y-
deviations; ; 

•• The adjustable 'sphere towers', which determine the horizontal and vertical distances be
tweenn the layers. They position the spheres that are temporarily mounted on the cross-plate 
extremitiess during the complete assembly of a chamber. For adjacent layers the towers are 
shiftedd vertically by the y-pitch and horizontally by half the z-pitch; 

•• The 'RasAss' towers, containing calibrated Rasnik elements (sensor and lens), which are 
usedd to monitor with a few pm precision the horizontal and vertical distances between the 
layers.. The corresponding Rasnik masks are mounted on the mechanics that connect the 
spheress to the cross-plates; 

•• The 'sag compensation system', which compensates the sag of the cross-plates. Without this 
systemm the cross-plates would deform (sag) by typically 50 |im. This system reduces the sag 
too the order of 10 um; 

•• The cross-plate Rasnik systems, which monitor the cross-plate sag with a few u\m precision. 
Thesee systems are removed from the chamber once it is completed. 

Figur ee 2-10 Photograph of the BOL assembly table in the clean-room at NIKHEF. 

366 2.3 Monitored drift tube chambers 
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AA BOL chamber is constructed layer by layer: 

1.. The three cross-plates and two long-beams are glued together to form the spacer. All in-
plane,, cross-plate and RasAss Rasnik systems are calibrated; 

2.. A layer of tubes is placed in the combs on the assembly table. The vertical tube positions are 
verifiedd using a laser beam and they are oriented to make the ground pin match the front-end 
electronicss boards later on; 

3.. Glue is dispensed on the tubes at the locations where the spacer will be attached and in be
tweenn the tubes; 

4.. The spacer is lowered onto the sphere towers to leave about 0.7 mm distance between the 
cross-platess and the tubes; this is the thickness of the glue gap between the spacer and the 
multilayers; ; 

5.. Points 2 - 4 are repeated for the first layer on the other side of the spacer; 

6.. For the layers that are glued to a layer already on the chamber, the spacer is shifted horizon
tallyy by half a pitch (by the sphere towers) and is carefully lowered to leave a distance of a 
onlyy 25 |im between the precision surfaces of the end-plugs of adjacent layers, and a dis
tancee of 65 nm between the tube walls (at the end-plugs). 

Att NIKHEF, chambers are now assembled in seven working days: one day for the spacer and one 
dayy per tube layer. The construction time is limited by the glue curing time (one night per glue 
step).. After having finished the mechanical construction, several chamber services are mounted: 
groundd foil, ground pins, gas manifold, hedgehog boards for high voltage distribution and front-
endd electronics, Faraday cage, temperature sensors, magnetic field sensors and platforms for pro
jectivee and praxial alignment systems. After the gas manifold is mounted, a gas leak test is per
formedd on the chamber as a whole. At NIKHEF series production started in summer 2001 and 96 
BOLL chambers will be ready in 2004. At the time of publication of this thesis, about one third of 
thee BOL chambers have been constructed. 

2.3.44 Projectiv e towe r 

Thee widths and lengths of the MDT chambers are such that one set of BIL / BML / BOL chambers 
orr BIS / BMS / BOS chambers form a 'projective tower' that covers part of the solid angle as 
viewedd from the interaction point. As a consequence, most muons will traverse one tower only, 
andd the momentum measurement is basically performed per tower. The alignment of the chambers 
withinn one tower is therefore more relevant for the precision of the momentum measurement than 
thee alignment between towers. 
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2.44 Rasni k alignmen t monito r 

2.4.11 Basic principle 

Thee Red Alignment System NIKHEF (Rasnik) is a three-point high-precision wide range optical 
straightnesss monitor that is developed at NIKHEF. It consists of an infra-red light source which 
projectss a coded mask via a lens onto an optical image sensor. This is schematically shown in fig
uree 2-11. The system monitors the relative displacements of the three components: mask, lens, and 
sensor. . 

diffusorr c o d e d 

** mask 
projection n 

lens s 
RasLed d A A 

I.R. . 
filter r RasCam m 

\J \J 

m m 

PCC containing 
framegrabber, , 

runningg ICARAS 

03 3 
TO TO 

OH OH 
too C/) 

X=24.742 2 
y=0.327 7 

Figur ee 2-11 Schematic view of the Rasnik alignment monitor, including the multiplexed read-out 
systemm for ATLAS. 

Rasnikk measures the following coordinates: 

•• The x and y coordinates of the mask in the mask plane; 

•• The magnification factor, which gives information on the relative displacement of the com
ponentss along the optical axis; 

•• The relative rotations between the mask and the sensor around the optical axis; 

 The relative rotations between the mask and the sensor around the x and y axes can in prin
ciplee also be determined. 

2.4.22 The mask, lens, sensor and read-out 

Thee Rasnik mask has a chess-board like pattern with non-transparent ('black') and transparent 
('white')) squares. Figure 2-12 shows a video image of a mask and indicates the mask coordinate 
system,, which defines at the same time the Rasnik coordinate system. To obtain a wide dynamic 
rangee (20 mm and 40 mm for ATLAS), the mask is usually much larger than the sensor and only a 
smalll part of the mask is visible by the sensor. To determine which part is visible, global position 
informationn is provided in the form of a binary number encoded on the mask. Standard high-preci
sionn (< 0.1 urn) electron-beam technology from industry is used to produce the chromium-on-
glasss coded mask. The high-precision measurement is provided by the many black-white transi
tionss on the mask that are visible by the sensor. This is achieved by choosing a small square size 
(typicallyy 120 urn). 

388 2.4 Rasnik alignment monitor 
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AA single large (100 x 100 mm2) mask is pro
ducedd on a standard 5 inch glass substrate, 
whichh is cut afterwards into smaller masks ac
cordingg to the required dynamic range. One 
consequencee is that the encoded binary num
berss in a specific mask have an arbitrary offset 
andd Rasnik does not give the absolute deviation 
fromm a straight line unless the system is cali
brated.. The calibration procedures for some of 
thee ATLAS alignment systems are given in par
agraphh 2.5.4. 

Thee 'RasLed' combines the mask in an alumin
iumm die-cast housing with an array of 3 x 3 high 
intensityy infra-red (875 nm) LEDs for illumina
tion.. A 3 mm thick Opaline glass diffusor is in
sertedd between the LEDs and the mask for 
uniformm overall light intensity. 

Thee focal length of the lens should be adapted to the distances between the components to ensure a 
sharpp image. The lens aperture should be chosen to balance the light intensity (large aperture) with 
thee depth of field (smaller aperture gives larger dynamic range along the optical axis, the z-axis) 
andd the financial budget (smaller lenses are cheaper). For ATLAS, the lenses are specially pro
ducedd with specific focal lengths to match the geometry, and high precision of the focal length is 
requiredd for the longer Rasniks to ensure a sharp image. 

Thee 'RasCam' sensor was developed for ATLAS by NIKHEF and employs the commercially 
availablee radiation hard VLSI Vision VV5430 Monolithic Sensor, which is based on CMOS sen
sorr technology. It incorporates an array of 384x287 pixels of 12|jmx 12 urn, and outputs a 
standardd CCIR composite monochrome video signal. The RasCam board is mounted in an alumin
iumm die-cast housing of 5 x 6 x 3 cm3. An infra-red pass filter in installed before the image sensor, 
soo Rasnik can be operated under normal daylight conditions. 

Thee video signal is digitised with a commercial framegrabber installed in a PC. For ATLAS only a 
feww PCs are needed to control and read out several thousand Rasniks through three levels of mul
tiplexing:: RasMux (all Rasniks of one muon chamber), MasterMux (16 RasMuxs) and finally 
USA15Muxx (48 MasterMuxs). Figure 2-11 includes this Rasnik read-out system schematically. 
Thee Tcaras' control software switches on the RasLeds and the corresponding RasCams one by 
one,, grabs the image, sends the image to the analysis package, and stores the results of the analysis 
too disk. The raw 8-bit grey-scale image can be stored on demand in uncompressed TIFF format. 
Thee image analysis package is supplied as a separate dynamic link library, so it can easily be ex
changedd or updated independently of Icaras itself. 

Figur ee 2-12 Part of the Rasnik mask as regis-
teredd by the sensor. The Rasnik coordinate 
systemm is also indicated. 
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2.4.33 Image analysi s 

Thee Rasnik image is analysed in several steps: 

1.. Noise filter and edge detection to find the black-white transition points. The projected black-
whitee transitions cover several sensor pixels, making a fine interpolation of the transition 
possiblee that is an order of magnitude more accurate than the pixel size. An image typically 
containss several thousand black-white transitions; 

2.. Fit of a grid of horizontal and vertical lines to the black-white transition points, and deter
minee the colour of each square ('black' or 'white'); 

3.. Extraction of the code bits and code lines. Every ninth row and column of squares contains 
ann eight bit binary code. A code square is binary one if it deviates from the regular chess
boardd pattern, and binary zero if it is regular; 

4.. Decoding of the binary global position code. The horizontal code lines contain the y position 
informationn and the vertical code lines contain the x position information. The intersection 
off a code row and code column is always a binary one. Within one code line the binary code 
iss repeated every ninth square, and the code changes by one from one code line to the next; 

5.. Determination of the distance from the code line to the top-left corner of the sensor; 

6.. Convert to mm, rad and magnification. 

Thee analysis determines the x and y coordinates of the point on the mask which is projected onto 
thee top-left corner of the sensor. Initially this is done in units of mask squares and only in the last 
stepp the conversion to mm is made via the size of the mask squares, which is an input parameter. 
Thee x and y determination is independent of the pixel size and the relative rotation of the mask and 
sensor.. The size of one mask square as measured on the sensor is initially expressed in units pixels. 
Inn the last step the magnification is calculated using the pixel size, which is another input parame
ter.. The relative rotation between the mask and the sensor around the axis perpendicular to the 
maskk (usually equal to the optical axis) is determined from the slopes of the lines of step 2. The 
relativee rotations around the x and y axes of the mask are determined from the variation of the 
magnificationn over the image. The analysis time of one image is 3 s on a 450 MHz Pentium-II PC. 

2.4.44 Performanc e 

Thee performance of a single Rasnik is tested with a dedicated set-up. In this set-up one of the Ras
nikk components can be moved in two dimensions with a precision of 0.1 (im and rotated around 
onee axis with a precision of 0.001 degrees. The distance from the mask (120 |im square size) to the 
sensorr is about 225 mm and the magnification is about 0.5. The lens has a focal length of 50 mm 
andd an aperture of 3 mm. For a range of positions and angles the Rasnik image is analysed and 
comparedd to the input movement. At each input position 16 Rasnik images are taken. 

Linearr scans are made in x and y by moving the mask along one of its coordinate axes. Figures 2-
133 and 2-14 show the varying Rasnik measurements and the residuals as a function of the set input 
positionn for the x and y scans respectively. The residuals are taken relative to a straight line fit, be
causee Rasnik has an arbitrary offset. Moreover, it can not be guaranteed that the direction of move
mentt coincides exactly with one of the Rasnik axes. The width of the residual distribution is of the 

400 2.4 Rasnik alignment monitor 
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orderr of 1 Jim for both coordinates, which is more than adequate for ATLAS (order 10 ^m re
quired). . 

AA rotational scan of the mask around the (optical) z-axis is shown in figure 2-15. The residuals are 
takenn relative to a straight line fit, because there is an arbitrary offset. Moreover, it can not be guar
anteedd that the rotation axis coincides exactly with thee Rasnik z-axis. The width of the residual dis
tributionn is about 20 urad. 

Thee Rasnik magnification factor is tested with a linear scan in z by moving the mask along the op
ticall axis. Figure 2-16 shows the measured Rasnik magnification as a function of the set z-posi-
tion.. The residuals are shown relative to set magnification Aset> which is calculated from the set z-
positionn with: 

wheree b is the distance from the sensor to the lens, and v0 is the distance from the mask to the lens 
att zset = 0. The values of v0 and b are determined by making a fit to the Rasnik measured magnifi
cations,, because they are not known with sufficient precision. This fitted function also absorbs any 
non-parallelityy between the direction of movement and the rasnik z-axis. The width of the residual 
distributionn is 2.5 x 10" . 

Firstt results of the rotations around the x and y axes reveal large systematic deviations, and a more 
detailedd study is needed before those can be reliably used, and are therefore not included here. 

Wee conclude that Rasnik measures with high precision (order 1 |4.m) the relative positions of three 
componentss perpendicular to its optical axis, and thereby provides exactly what is needed for the 
ATLASS muon spectrometer: precise relative alignment (order 30 |i.m) of three muon stations per
pendicularr to the direction of the particle tracks. The precision of Rasnik is best exploited if the 
opticall axis runs parallel to the particle tracks. If more then three points need to be aligned relative 
too each other, the Rasnik system can be also be used, provided several Rasniks are combined. 
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Figuree 2-13 Rasnik linear scan in x. Rasnik 
measurementss (a) and straight line fit residuals 
(b)) as a function of the set position. The resid-
uall distribution (c) includes a Gaussian fit. 

YY residual dim) 

Figuree 2-14 Rasnik linear scan in y. Rasnik 
measurementss (a) and straight line fit residual 
(b)) as a function of the set position. The resid-
uall distribution (c) includes a Gaussian fit. 
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Figur ee 2-15 Rasnik rotational scan around z. Figur e 2-16 Rasnik linear scan in z. Rasnik 
Rasnikk measurements (a) and straight line fit measurements (a) and magnification fit residu-
residualss (b) as a function of the set rotation, als (b) as a function of the set z-position. The 
Thee residual distribution (c) includes a Gaus- residual distribution (c), includes a Gaussian fit. 
siann fit. 
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2.55 Alignmen t of the chamber s 

Inn the ATLAS muon spectrometer several alignment systems can be distinguished according to the 
typee of displacements they monitor. The in-plane systems monitor single MDT chamber deforma
tions.. The praxial systems monitor the relative movements of same type chambers within one half 
barrell octant. The projective system monitors the relative displacements of the three half stations. 
Alll these systems use various combinations of Rasnik monitors. Finally, the relative displacements 
off the large and small chambers inside the same station, and the movements relative to the magnet 
aree monitored by BCAMs (Boston Ccd Angle Monitor, [31]). The aim of the whole of these sys
temss is to achieve a precise sagitta correction (30 |im), and a less precise global chamber position
ingg (400 n.m). The following paragraphs describe each of these systems in more detail and discuss 
theirr calibration. 

2.5.11 In-plan e syste m 

Eachh MDT chamber incorporates a set of Ras-
nikss to monitor chamber deformations: the 'in-
plane'' system. Figure 2-17 shows the fourRas-
nikss mounted on the MDT spacer frame' and 
indicatess the local coordinate system. The main 
taskss of the in-plane system are to measure the 
chamberr torque around the x-axis and to moni
torr the chamber sag. Installation of the in-plane 
alignmentt system is part of the chamber assem
blyy procedure. 

AA chamber torque directly influences the wire 
positions,, and needs to be accurately measured. 
Forr a BOL chamber, a precision of the order of 
200 |i,m / 1 m = 20 (irad is needed. The torque is 
measuredd directly by the az of the Rasniks, and 
indirectlyy by combining the four y-displace-
ments,, where the latter is more precise. 

Historically,, the chambers with the longer tubes 
weree foreseen to have an additional wire locator 
halfwayy along the tubes. In that case the posi
tionn of the middle cross-plate directly influenc
ess the wire positions, and needs to be known 
withh a precision of the order of 10 |J.m. In the final ATLAS design, without this central wire loca
tor,, this strong requirement is replaced by a much weaker requirement (order 0.1 mm) coming 
fromm the needed concentricity of the wires and the tubes over the full area of the chamber. This 
concentricityy requirement keeps the time-distance relation radially symmetric. 

1.. Only the BIS chambers, which have a spacer with a height of less than 10 mm, have only one in-
planee Rasnik mounted on the tubes on the outside of the chamber. 

Rasnikk mask z< 

Rasnik k 
sensor r 

Figur ee 2-17 Schematic top view of the in-
planee alignment system of an MDT chamber. 
Thee components of one of the four Rasnik sys-
temss are indicated, as well as the chamber 
coordinatee system. 
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2.5.22 Projectiv e syste m 

Thee projective alignment system monitors the 
relativee displacements of the three MDT barrel 
stationss and is essential to the precision mo
mentumm measurement. To fully exploit the in
trinsicc precision of the Rasnik alignment 
monitor,, i.e. the coordinates perpendicular to its 
opticall axis, the optical axes of the projective 
systemss point towards the interaction point (i.e. 
parallell to the high-momentum tracks), so the 
trackk sagitta is perpendicular to the Rasnik opti
call axis. Ideally, one projective Rasnik is in
stalledd at each of the four corners of each MDT 
projectivee tower. However, to minimise the 
numberr of optical path cut-outs in the MDTs 
andd RPCs, only four pairs of projective systems 
aree distributed over the six large chambers of 
halff an octant, as illustrated in figure 2-18. The 
otherr chambers are aligned relative to the cham
berss that are equipped with projective systems. 
Thee next paragraph explains how this is imple
mented.. The layout of the chambers and the 
projectivee alignment paths are chosen such that 
onlyy some of the BMS chambers require cut
outs.. The components of the projective Rasnik 
systemss will be mounted on extension plates 
fixedd on platforms that will be glued on the out
sidee tube layer of the (large) MDT chambers. 
Thee extension plates and Rasnik components will 
terr installation in ATLAS. 

%J %J 

Figur ee 2-18 Three dimensional view of the 
projectivee alignment system of one half octant 
interconnectingg the three barrel stations. The 
axiall alignment lines interconnecting adjacent 
chamberss are visible for the BML chambers. 

bee mounted on the respective chambers only af-

2.5.33 Praxia l and other system s 

Thee 'praxial' (proximity + axial) alignment system is installed on the chambers to interconnect the 
sixx adjacent chambers per half octant, both for the small and the large chambers. This allows the 
conceptt of logical projective towers that need not necessarily coincide with the physical MDT 
chamberr projective towers. It is composed of the axial system and the proximity system as illus
tratedd in figure 2-19. The Rasnik components of the two systems are combined on the same base 
platess at the four corners of the MDT chambers in between the two multilayers. The axial system 
employss long distance longitudinally overlapping Rasnik systems with the optical axes along the 
z-axis.. Per axial Rasnik two components are mounted on the same chamber (but different base 
plates)) and the third component is mounted on the adjacent chamber. 
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3DD proximity sensors (praxial) 

BCAMM light source 

Axiall ray 

BCAMs s 
T'oroidd cryostat ribs 

Figur ee 2-19 Schematic overview of the praxial alignment system. It shows the Rasnik sensors 
andd optical rays of the proximity and axial system, as well as part of the global alignment system 
connectingg the chambers to the toroid magnet using BCAMs. 

Thee proximity system combines two short dis
tancee Rasniks at angles of ° to the z-axis to 
enablee the precise measurement of the relative 
positionss and angles of base plates of adjacent 
chambers.. This is illustrated in figure 2-20. The 
basee plates are mounted on platforms that are 
gluedd on the tubes during the MDT chamber as
sembly.. The base plates are installed on the 
platformss only after the chamber is installed in 
ATLAS. . 

Thee small chambers are aligned relative to the 
largee chambers via 'BCAMs'. A BCAM (Bos
tonn Ccd Angle Monitor, [31]) is an optical 
alignmentt system developed at Brandeis Uni
versityy which uses a camera + lens unit looking 
att several point light sources and measures an
gles. . 

Figur ee 2-20 Schematic close-up view of prax-
iall base plates of two adjacent MDT chambers 
showingg the axial and proximity Rasnik compo-
nentss and light paths. 
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AA reference system based on BCAMs (some are shown in figure 2-19) measures the global align
mentt of the chambers relative to the toroid magnet with a precision of about 400 p,m. This is need
edd for the pattern recognition procedure in high background environment and for magnetic field 
knowledge. . 

2.5.44 Calibratio n of the alignmen t system s 

Thee alignment system must provide absolute corrections for the sagitta measurement and there
foree needs to be calibrated. The calibration procedure for the in-plane system is fundamentally dif
ferentt from the calibration of the projective and praxial systems. 

Thee calibration of the in-plane system is performed during the chamber assembly (paragraph 
2.3.3).. Since the Rasniks are calibrated only after the components have been mounted, the posi
tioningg of its components on the cross-plates is not subject to stringent tolerances (order 1 mm) 
andd the only requirement is a sharp image on the sensor. After gluing of the spacer frame and 
mountingg of the Rasnik components, but before the tubes are glued, the angles of the four masks 
aree measured on the assembly table with a dedicated calibrated 'Rasnik tower' that incorporates a 
lenss and a Rasnik sensor. After gluing of all tube layers, the Rasniks are read out while the cham
berr is still on the assembly table. These readings are corrected for the known deformations of the 
assemblyy table, giving the absolute calibration of the four systems to a precision of about 10 Jim. 

Forr the projective and praxial systems the situation is more complicated because the Rasnik com
ponentss are only mounted after installation of the chambers in ATLAS. The Rasnik components of 
thee projective and axial systems, embedded in their respective supports, will be calibrated on a 
dedicatedd bench with an target precision of about 10 (J.m before they are installed on the chambers. 
Thee proximity system will be calibrated on a dedicated bench with the Rasnik components already 
mountedd on the base plates. Experimental tests at C.E.A. Saclay with a praxial prototype have 
shownn that resolutions better than 10 urn and 30 ^rad can be achieved [32]. 

Thee complication with the projective and praxial systems is that the mounting precision of the cal
ibratedd components on the chambers adds to the uncertainty of the effective calibration. Depend
ingg on the system, several contributions add up. For the proximity system and the axial system: the 
gluingg of the platform on the chamber and the mounting of the base plate on the platform. The ax
iall system has an additional mounting uncertainty of the components on the base plates. For the 
projectivee system: the gluing of the platform on the chamber, the mounting of the extension plate 
onn the platform and the mounting of the component on the extension plate. 

Withh the intrinsic resolution of Rasnik of the order of 1 |um and the calibration of the Rasnik com
ponentss to about 10 n.m, less than 30 (xm is left over for the total contribution of all mechanical tol
erancess to the uncertainty on the sagitta measurement. It has not yet been demonstrated that this 
cann be achieved. 

Theree is, however, a second method foreseen for calibration of the alignment systems: after instal
lationn in ATLAS using straight tracks (magnet off). Once the calibration is finished with the mag
nett off, the chambers will move several mm when the magnet is switched on, but these movements 
willl be tracked by the alignment system with a precision of a few |nm and the muon sagitta can be 
corrected. . 
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2.66 Muon momentu m resolutio n 
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Figuree 2-21 ApT/pT as a function of pT for 
muonss reconstructed in the barrel region. 

Thee momentum resolution of the spectrometer 
hass been computed with an analytical method 
thatt accounts for the detailed geometry of all 
detectorss and the distribution of material in the 
spectrometerr [24]. The analytical approach has 
thee advantage of minimal computing time re
quirements.. A comparison to a full Monte Carlo 
simulationn and reconstruction was carried out 
forr selected cases and shows excellent agree
ment.. The various contributions to the muon 
barrell momentum resolution (at the interaction 
point)) are shown in figure 2-21 as a function of 
thee transverse momentum [24]. 

Threee resolution regimes clearly emerge: 

•• At high momentum (pT > 300 GeV/c) the 
resolutionn is dominated by the precision 
withh which the track deflection is meas
ured:: single tube resolution and chamber 
alignment.. The single tube resolution includes the intrinsic resolution and calibration errors. 
Thiss will be covered in detail in chapter 4 for the MDT chamber cosmic ray test stand at 
NIKHEF.. It also includes the MDT chamber mechanical precision. This contribution is 
aimedd to be negligible compared to the intrinsic resolution and is absorbed in the calibration 
errors.. Chapter 3 covers the X-ray tomograph that measures the mechanical precision of the 
MDTT chambers. The chamber alignment uncertainties will be covered in detail in chapter 5 
forr one real size barrel projective tower using prototype MDT chambers (the 'DATCHA' set
up); ; 

•• At moderate momentum (30 <pT<  300 GeV/c), the resolution is increasingly limited by 
multiplee scattering in the muon spectrometer for decreasing pT, The multiple scattering de
pendss on the amount of material traversed and on the distribution of the material along the 
track.. The effect is dominated by the material of the middle station of MDT chambers. The 
ppTT-dependence-dependence of the multiple-scattering contribution is related to the point-and-angle 
measurementt capability of the MDT chambers. At low p-p the track deflection is sufficiently 
largee to allow an effective angle-angle measurement in addition to the sagitta measurement 
inn the three MDT stations. Its sensitivity to the spatial distribution of radiative thickness be
tweenn chambers is different from that of the three-point measurement, resulting in an im
provementt at lower pf, 

 At low momentum (pT<  30 GeV/c), energy loss fluctuations in the calorimeters, which in
fluencee the extrapolation from the muon spectrometer to the interaction point, become dom
inant.. In this momentum range the inner detector, which does not suffer from the 
calorimeters,, provides the more precise momentum measurement. 

Thee momentum resolution is typically 2-3% over most of the kinematic range apart from very 
highh momenta, where it increases to reach about 11% at pT=  1 TeV/c. 

488 2.6 Muon momentum resolution 
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Figur ee 3-1 Photograph of the X-ray tomograph at CERN with the NIKHEF BOL chamber 
installed.. Main components and the coordinate system are indicated. 
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